Mitchell's **BLACK Lightning**

THE Powerful Semiauto .22 MAGNUM Rifle – And You Can Have It Your Way

**21st Century Design.** The semi-auto Black Lightning is built with the most powerful rimfire available, the .22 Winchester Magnum!

Its heavy, fluted, stainless barrel gives you superb accuracy and long barrel life. The full-length Picatinny rail gives you unmatched flexibility in setting up your rifle for any use.

**M16-style Sights:** includes the rear carry handle with M16 peep sight plus the adjustable front sight. The Laser-equipped front sight is shown, or you can choose the standard military front sight.

**Choose Your Configuration!**
No other rifle gives you this much choice.
- Set it up with M16-style sights with, or without, a laser sighting aid.
- Add a bipod for stability on the ground.
- Make it into a **Scout Rifle** by adding one of our long-eye-relief scopes.
- Attach our heavy leather sling and detachable swivels for carry convenience.
- Add one of our riflescope and you can “Reach out and Touch” the target with precision out to 150 yards . . . easily.

**Long-range accuracy.** With our high-powered scope and bipod, this Black Lightning enables you to hit the target first time, every time, with superb accuracy!

**Accurate:** at 50 yards, this group is less than 1/4" center-to-center!
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**M16 Setup**

- Fully Adjustable
- M16-style Iron Sights
- Iron Sight and Laser Built In!
- Detachable Bipod, folded

**Scout Rifle Setup**

- Mitchell Long-Eye-Relief Scope
- Steel Sling Swivels
- Strong Leather Sling
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**Scope it Your Way**

- 6-18x Variable
- 3-9x Variable
- 4x Fixed

The versatile Black Lightning accepts virtually any scope, standard-eye-relief or long-eye-relief.
**ACCESSORIES for the Black Lightning**

**M16-style Iron Sights**

**Carry Handle with normal M16-style Rear Peep Sight.** Fully adjustable horizontally and vertically using calibrated, click knobs. Instantly switches from large peep to small peep with the flick of a finger. Detachable. You can adjust the position along the Picatinny rail to fit you as you like. (0.55 lbs) (pn: MBLA-611)

**Front Iron Sight.** Detachable, Precision-adjustable Square Post fully protected by M16-type ears. (0.15 lbs) (pn: MBLA-631)

**Laser-equipped Front Sight.** This is a Red Laser built into the Front Iron Sight. You can sight with the laser or the standard post, or both, if you like. The laser is activated either by the button on the back of the unit, or via a remote pressure switch that you can affix anywhere that is comfortable for you. The laser is fully adjustable for elevation and windage (laser adjustment tool included). Four button batteries included (LR44/AG13). Battery life is about 80 minutes total laser time. (0.20 lbs) (pn: MBLA-662)

**Adjustment Tool** for the Front Sight. Easily adjust the elevation of the front post on either the Front Iron Sight or the Laser-equipped Front Sight. (pn: T-601)

**Riflescopes** for long-range accuracy with standard eye relief.

- **3-9x40,** variable 3-9 power scope, 40mm objective, fine duplex reticle. (0.90 lbs) (pn: A-239)
- **6-18x40,** variable 6-18 power scope, 40mm objective, fine duplex reticle. (1.15 lbs) (pn: A-268)

**Long-eye-relief Scopes.** A forward-mounted, long-eye-relief scope, allowing both eyes open, making this a quick-aiming, **Scout Rifle.**

- **4x28,** fixed 4 power scope, 28mm objective, fine duplex reticle. (0.65 lbs) (pn: A-304)
- **2.5-7x28,** variable 2.5 to 7 power, 28mm objective, fine duplex reticle. (0.70 lbs) (pn: A-327)
- **2x20,** fixed 2 power scope, 20mm objective, fine duplex reticle. (0.45 lbs) (pn: A-302)

**Scope Rings,** Black Lightning specific, 1 inch, matte black, pair. (0.20 lbs) (pn: A-372)

**Bipod** for maximum long-range accuracy. Fully adjustable legs accommodate any surface. Folds away when not in use. Attaches securely, no tools required. Durable and light, well engineered, made of steel and aircraft aluminium. (0.75 lbs) (pn: MBLA-771)

**Extra Magazines for quick reloading.** 9-round capacity. Includes a reloading tool for easy, fast reloading. Stainless steel body, bright red follower. One comes standard with the rifle. (pn: MBLA-510)

**Sling.** Leather. (pn: A-717)

**Sling Swivel,** Set of two, quick detach. (pn: A-751)

**Rifle Case,** Black, Hard plastic, dual latches, foam lined. Correctly sized to protect your Black Lightning rifle, whether it is equipped with M16-style Iron Sights or a large scope. (pn: MBLA-794)

Order Directly from Mitchell’s Mausers by Simply Calling 800-274-4124
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**Specifications:**

- **Caliber:** .22 Magnum
- **Barrel:** Heavy, fluted, stainless steel barrel with target crown. 18” long. 6-groove rifling. One in 14” twist rate, RH.
- **Stock:** Strong composition Polymer, glass reinforced, sling studs front and rear.
- **Action:** Semi-auto with last round hold-open
- **Trigger:** Wide target trigger for proper trigger control.
- **Safety:** Manual safety, plus firing pin block
- **Magazine:** Stainless steel body, 9-round capacity
- **Sight Mounting:** Full-length Picatinny rail allows mounting your choice of our special sighting systems.
- **Overall Height:** 5.6” without sights, referenced to the top of the rail.
- **Overall Length:** 33 inches